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Strategies for a Selective 
Resource Sector Bull Market



After Three Years of Relentless Decline

The Bottom is in and a Selective 
Resource Sector Bull Market is underway



$270 billion









Do not even think about buying the zombie companies 
until they have converted their debts into paper, 
conducted a 10:1 rollback, sunk 90% from the post-
rollback price, papered up the insiders with overhead 
capital, and a year later wiped out the last of the creditors 
and minority shareholders with another 10:1 rollback.





Super-Cycle 
Optimism Gold Bug 

Pessimism

Cleanup



New Metal Price Reality

VS

Old Cost Structure



Hammond Reef

Low Grade Au - PEA 2009

Galeno

Mid-Grade Cu - PFS 2007

Frutta del Norte

High Grade Au - Resource Only

Eleonore

Mid Grade Au - No Resource



Barring a dramatic rebound in the 
price of gold the best advanced gold 
juniors will disappear at modest 
markups to rock bottom prices as the 
cleanup by stronger companies and 
private equity unfolds.





$1,530 - $3.41

$180 - $1.16

- $0.33

Friendly B2Gold bid at 
0.15:1 sh values Kiaka at 
$63 million despite $405 
million NPV (10%) and 
27% IRR at $1,255 gold. 
The optionality sought by 
Spec Value Hunters 
disappears.





2.3 billion ounces 
added 1980-2012 to 
3.2 billion gold stock 











China has been silent about its official 
sector gold holdings since Q2 2009. 
Since then China has produced 45 
million oz for which the central bank is 
the official buyer. If the 500 t plus 
imported in 2013 during the gold 
smackdown ended up in the central 
bank, China’s official sector holdings 
would jump to 97 million ounces just 
behind Germany. China produces 12 
million oz annually, Germany zero.



$3,000+ 
Dreamland

New UG 
Discovery Hurdle

New OP 
Discovery Hurdle



$37.7 billion raised by 
resource juniors via 
private placement 
during 2002-2014

Time to let retail 
investors in on 
the PP action!



Goldcorp is offering $2.6 
billion for asset with $2 billion 
sunk cost. Where will the 
proceeds not content to stay 
with Goldcorp redeploy itself?



10-40 yearsMining cash flowProduction9

1-3 yearsBuilding the mineConstruction8

1-3 yearsSecuring approval, negotiate offtake, 
production decision, 8-12% error margin

Permitting, Marketing & 
Feasibility (FS)

7

1-2 yearsProduce a mineable reserve, detailed 
engineering for mining plan and 
associated costs, 15-20% error margin

Prefeasibility (PFS)6

1 yearEvaluating recoveries and optimal 
processing method, initial economic 
analysis with 30%-35% error margin

Preliminary Economic 
Assessment (PEA) & 
Metallurgy

5

1-2 yearsUpgrading resource estimate from 
inferred category

Infill Drilling4

1-2 yearsDefining the limits of a discovery & 
producing initial 43-101 resource estimate

Discovery Delineation3

1-2 yearsFiltering for drill targetsTarget Generation & 
Drilling

2

1 yearConceptual, land acquisitionGrassroots1

Time 
Required

ObjectiveExploration Cycle 
Stage

Stage

Mine Exploration & Development Cycle



Strategy #1: Resource Feasibility 
demonstration for projects that 
appear to work at prevailing metal 
prices based on already 
published economic study.







Strategy #2: Resource Feasibility & New 
Discovery within the Discovery









Strategy #3: Prospect Generator-
Farmout Model in a relatively 
secure jurisdiction.





Strategy #4: Revisiting an old 
district with an eye on making 
the existing low grade work and 
exploring for new high grade.





Exploring for new deeper high grade 
dimensions to existing systems 
while we wait for a gold recovery.



Strategy #5: Targeting an 
outcome that can be standalone 
or a consolidation prize because 
it is a solution to another party’s 
emerging problem.





Strategy #6: Deploy new target 
generation tools that enable 
you to see blind targets under 
barren cover.









Strategy #7: focus on a 
commodity not burdened 
by daily price volatility .





Strategy #8: New discovery 
driven area play.





A new geochemical tool for 
detecting uranium deposits 
deep within the Athabasca 
Basin to 1,000 m depths.





Strategy #9: focus on a metal like zinc for 
which a looming supply disruption due to 
mine depletion will higher metal prices.







Strategy #10: focus on a metal 
with a looming security of 
supply problem like tungsten.







Survivor Strategy #11: 
focus on a metal with huge 
applications but no current 
supply – scandium – if you 
build it they will come.





Don’t wait for metal prices to bail out the 
junior resource sector, make it happen 
by focusing on stories that work with 
the metal prices we have.
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